Matrix sketching is aimed at finding close approximations of a matrix by factors of much smaller dimensions, which has important applications in optimization and machine learning. Given a matrix A ∈ R m×n , state-of-the-art randomized algorithms take O(m · n) time and space to obtain its low-rank decomposition. Although quite useful, the need to store or manipulate the entire matrix makes it a computational bottleneck for truly large and dense inputs. Can we sketch an m-by-n matrix in O(m + n) cost by accessing only a small fraction of its rows and columns, without knowing anything about the remaining data? In this paper, we propose the cascaded bilateral sampling (CABS) framework to solve this problem. We start from demonstrating how the approximation quality of bilateral matrix sketching depends on the encoding powers of sampling. In particular, the sampled rows and columns should correspond to the code-vectors in the ground truth decompositions. Motivated by this analysis, we propose to first generate a pilot-sketch using simple random sampling, and then pursue more advanced, "follow-up" sampling on the pilot-sketch factors seeking maximal encoding powers. In this cascading process, the rise of approximation quality is shown to be lower-bounded by the improvement of encoding powers in the follow-up sampling step, thus theoretically guarantees the algorithmic boosting property. Computationally, our framework only takes linear time and space, and at the same time its performance rivals the quality of state-of-the-art algorithms consuming a quadratic amount of resources. Empirical evaluations on benchmark data fully demonstrate the potential of our methods in large scale matrix sketching and related areas.
Introduction
Matrix sketching is aimed at finding close approximations of a matrix by using factors of much smaller dimensions, which plays important roles in optimization and machine learning [14, 11, 21, 17, 16, 18, 19, 12] . A promising tool to solve this problem is low-rank matrix decomposition, which approximates an input matrix A ∈ R m×n by A ≈ PQ , where P and Q have a low column rank k m, n. Recent advances in randomized algorithms have made it state-ofthe-art in low-rank matrix sketching or decomposition. For example, Frieze et al. [9] and Drineas et al. [5] proposed to use monte-carlo sampling to select informative rows or columns from a matrix; Mahoney and Drineas [19] proposed CUR matrix decomposition and used statistical leverage scores to perform sampling; Halko et al. [12] proposed to project the matrix to a lower-dimensional space and then compute the desired factorization [6, 3] .
These algorithms compute approximate decompositions in O(m · n) time and space, which is more efficient than a singular value decomposition using O(n 2 m) time and O(m · n) space (if m ≥ n). However, the whole input matrix must be fully involved in the computations, either in computing high-quality sampling probabilities [5, 19, 9, 26] , or being compressed into a lower-dimensional space [12] . This can lead to potential computational and memory bottlenecks in particular for truly large and dense matrices.
Is it possible to sketch an m-by-n matrix in O(m + n) time and space, by using only a small number of its rows and columns and never knowing the remaining entries? To the best of our knowledge, this is still an open problem. Actually, the challenge may even seem unlikely to resolve at first sight, because by accessing such a small fraction of the data, resultant approximation can be quite inaccurate; besides, a linear amount of resources could hardly afford any advanced sampling scheme other than the uniform sampling; finally, approximation of a general, rectangular matrix with linear cost is much harder than that of a positive semi-definite (PSD) matrix such as kernel matrix [25, 8, 7] .
To resolve this problem, in this paper we propose a cascaded bilateral sampling (CABS) framework. Our theoretical foundation is an innovative analysis revealing how the approximation quality of bilateral matrix sketching is associated with the encoding powers of sampling. In particular, selected columns and rows should correspond to representative code-vectors in the ground-truth embeddings. Motivated by this, we propose to first generate a pilotsketch using simple random sampling, and then pursue more advanced exploration on this pilot-sketch/embedding seeking maximal encoding powers. In this process, the rise of approximation quality is shown to be lower-bounded by the improvement of encoding powers through the follow-up sampling, thus theoretically guarantees the algorithmic boosting property. Computationally, both rounds of sampling-and-sketching operations require only a linear cost; however, when cascaded properly, the performance rivals the quality of state-of-the-art algorithms consuming a quadratic amount of resources. The CABS framework is highly memory and pass efficient by only accessing twice a small number of specified rows and columns, thus quite suitable to large and dense matrices which won't fit in the main memory. In the meantime, the sketching results are quite easy to interpret.
Related Work

Quadratic-Cost Algorithms
We first review state-of-the-art randomized algorithms. They typically consume quadratic, O(mn) time and space due to the need to access and manipulate the entire input matrix in their calculations.
Monte-Carlo sampling method [9, 5] computes approximate singular vectors of a matrix A by selecting a subset of its columns using non-uniform, near-optimal sampling probabilities. The selected columns are re-scaled by the probabilities, and its rank-k basis Q k is then used to obtain the final decomposition. If the probabilities are chosen as
, then with probability at least 1 − δ, one has
F , where A k is the best rank-k approximation, = 2η/ k/βc, with β ≤ 1, η = 1 + (8/β) log(1/δ). Random projection methods [12] project a matrix A into a subspace Q ∈ R m×k with orthonormal columns such that A ≈ QQ A. Computing Q requires multiplying A with a Gaussian test matrix (or random Fourier transform) Ω with q steps of power iterations, Y = (AA ) q AΩ, and then computing QR-decomposition Y = QR. Using a template Ω ∈ R m×(k+p) with over-sampling parameter p,
, where E is expectation with Ω, Σ k+1 is the (k + 1)th singular value. New projection methods are explored in [6, 3] . CUR matrix decomposition [19] was invented by Mahoney and Drineas to improve the interpretability of low-rank matrix decomposition. As shown in Figure 1 , it samples a subset of columns and rows from A, as C ∈ R m×kc and R ∈ R kr×n , and then solve
where † is pseudo-inverse. The CUR method preserves the sparsity and non-negativity properties of input matrices. If leverage scores are used for sampling, then with high probability, A − CUR F ≤ (2 + ) A − A k F . The leverage scores are computed by top-r left/right singular vectors, taking O(mn) space and O(mnr) time. Computing U in (1) involves multiplying A with C † and R † . Therefore, even using simple random sampling, CUR may still take O(mn) time and space.
Linear-Cost Algorithms
The randomized algorithms discussed in Section 2.1 take at least quadratic time and space. One way to reduce the cost to a linear scale is to restrict the calculations to only a small fraction of rows and columns. In the literature, related work is quite limited. We use a general variant of the CUR method, called Bilateral Re-sampling CUR (BR-CUR), to initiate the discussion. 
2 time. The BR-CUR procedure subsumes most linear-cost algorithms for matrix sketching in the literature. 1. Nyström method [25, 8, 7] : in case of symmetric positive semi-definite matrix A, upon using the same base and target sampling, and the same row and column sampling, I 2. Pseudo-skeleton [10] or bilateral projection [29] : in case of rectangular matrix A, and using the same base and target sampling, i.e., . It generalizes the Nyström method from symmetric to rectangular matrices. Let W be the intersection of C and R, then it has compact form,
3. Sketch-CUR [24] : in case of rectangular A and independent base/target sampling (different rates). These algorithms only need to access a small fraction of rows and columns to reconstruct the input matrix. However, the performance can be inferior, in particularly on general, rectangular matrices. Full discussions are in Section 4.2. More recently, online streaming algorithms are also designed for matrix sketching [27, 15, 20] . Their memory cost is much smaller, but the whole matrix still needs to be fully accessed and the time complexity is at least O(m · n). For sparse matrices, the rarity of non-zeros entries can be exploited to design algorithms in input sparsity time [4] . Note that the method proposed in this paper is applicable to both dense and sparse matrices; in particular, significant performance gains will be observed in both scenarios in our empirical evaluations (Section 5).
Theoretic Analysis of Bilateral Matrix Sketching
In this section, we present a novel theoretic analysis on bilateral sketching of general, rectangular matrices. It links the quality of matrix sketching with the encoding powers of bilateral sampling, and inspires a weighted k-means procedure as a novel bilateral sampling scheme.
A New Error Bound
In the literature, most error bound analysis for matrix low-rank approximation is of the following theme: a sampling scheme is pre-determined and then probabilistic theoretical guarantees are derived, typically on how many samples should be selected to achieve a desired accuracy [12, 5, 19, 9, 23] . In this work, our goal is quite different: we want to maximally reduce the approximation error given a fixed rate of sampling. Therefore, our error bound is expressed in terms of the numerical properties of sampling, instead of a specific sampling scheme. Such a heuristic error bound will shed more light on the design of sampling schemes to fully exploit a limited computing resource, thus particularly useful to practitioners.
Given an input matrix A ∈ R m×n , assume A = PQ , where P ∈ R m×r and Q ∈ R n×r are exact decomposition. Without loss of generality suppose we select k columns C = A [:,Z c ] and k rows R = A [Z r ,:] , where Z c and Z r are sampling indices. These indices locate representative instances (rows) in P and Q, denoted by
] , respectively. In order to study how the bilateral sampling affects matrix sketching result, we adopt a clustered data model. Let the m rows of P be grouped to k clusters, where the cluster representatives are rows in Z r ;
similarly, let the n rows in Q be grouped into k clusters, where the cluster representatives are rows in Z c . Let the s r (i) be the cluster assignment function that maps the i-th row in P to the s r (i)-th row in Z r ; similarly, s c (i) maps the i-th row in Q to the s c (i)-th row in Z c . Then, the errors of reconstructing P and Q using the representatives in Z r and Z c via respective mapping function s r (·) and s c (·) can be defined as
We also define T r and T c as the maximum cluster sizes in P and Q, respectively, as
Given these preliminaries, we can then analyze how the matrix sketching error is associated with the encoding powers of bilateral sampling (in reconstructing the decompositions P and Q) as follows.
Theorem 1 Given an input matrix A, and suppose one samples k columns C and k rows R, with the intersection W.
Then we can bound the approximation error (2) as follows.
Here T = max (T r , T c ), T r and T c are defined in (4), e r and e c are defined in (3); and θ is a data dependent constant. Proof of Theorem 1 can be found in Section 1 of supplementary material.
From Theorem 1, we can see that given a fixed sampling rate k (so T and W † F will more or less remain the same too), the key quantities affecting the matrix sketching error are e r and e c (3), the encoding errors of reconstructing P and Q with their representative rows whose indices are specified in the bilateral sampling. In case both e c and e r approach zero, the sketching error will also approach zero. Namely, choosing a bilateral sampling that can reduce the encoding errors (3) is an effective way to bound matrix sketching error. We visualized their relations in Figure 4 . Here, given A with decomposition PQ , we perform bilateral samplings many times, each time using an arbitrary choice such as uniform sampling, vector quantization (with different number of iterations), and so on, such that the resultant encoding errors vary a lot. Then we plot the encoding errors (e r , e c ) and color-code it with the corresponding matrix sketching error E. As can be seen, E shows a clear correlation with e c and Figure 4 : Matrix sketching error vs. row and column encoding errors. e r . Only when both e c and e r are small (blue), E will be small; or else if either e c or e r is large, E will be large too.
Sampling on Low-rank Embeddings: Weighted k-means
Theorem 1 provides an important criterion for sampling: the selected rows and columns of A should correspond to representative code-vectors in the low-rank embeddings P and Q, in order for the sketching error to be well bounded. To achieve this goal, we propose to use k-means sampling independently on P and Q, which can quickly reduce their respective encoding errors in just a few iterations. Of course, exact decompositions P and Q are impractical and possibly high dimensional. Therefore, we resort to an alternative low-dimensional embedding P ∈ R m×k , Q ∈ R n×k that will be discussed in detail in the cascaded sampling framework in Section 4.
Here we first study the performance of k-means sampling. We note that dense and sparse matrices have different embedding profiles. Energy of dense matrices spreads across rows and columns, so the embedding has a fairly uniform distribution ( Figure 5(a) ). For sparse matrices whose entries are mostly zeros, the embedding collapses towards the origin (Figure 5(b) . The k-means algorithm assigns more centers in densely distributed regions. Therefore the clustering centers are uniform for dense matrices ( Figure 5(a) ), but will be attracted to the origin for sparse matrices ( Figure 5(b) ). These observations inspire us to perform an importance-weighted k-means sampling as follows
Here we use the norm of P [l,:] (or Q [l,:] ) to re-weight the objective of k-means in (3), because it is an upper-bound of the energy of the ith row in A (up to a constant scaling), as
is a monotonous function adjusting the weights (e.g., power, sigmoid, or step function). Here, priority is given to rows/columns with higher energy, and as a result the k-means cluster centers will then be pushed away from the origin ( Figure 5(c) ). In practice, we will chose a fast-growing function Υ for sparse matrices, and a slowly-growing (or constant) function Υ for dense matrices, and any k-means clustering center will be replaced with its closest in-sample point. Finally, the weighing can be deemed a prior knowledge (preference) on approximating rows and columns of the input matrix, which does not affect the validity of Theorem 1. 
Cascaded Bilateral Sketching (CABS) Framework
Theorem 1 suggests that one perform weighted k-means sampling (6) on the bilateral embeddings of the input matrix to effectively control the approximation error. Since computing an exact embedding is impractical, we will resort to approximate embeddings discussed in the following framework. The CABS framework has two rounds of operations, each round with a sampling and sketching step. In the first round, we perform a simple, random sampling (step 1) and then compute a pilot sketching of the input matrix (step 2). Although this pilot sketching can be less accurate, it provides a compact embedding of the input matrix (P and Q). In the follow-up round, as guided by Theorem 1, we then apply weighted k-means on P and Q to identify representative samples (step 3); resultant sampling is used to compute the final sketching result (step 4). As will be demonstrated both theoretically (Section 4.2) and empirically (Section 5), it is exactly this follow-up sampling that allows us to extract a set of more useful rows and columns, thus significantly boosting the sketching quality.
The sketching routine computes the decomposition of a matrix using only selected rows and columns, as we shall discuss in Section 4.1. As a result, CABS takes only O((m + n)(k 1 + k 2 )) space and O((m + n)k 1 k 2 c) time, where k 1 and k 2 is the pilot and follow-up sampling rate, respectively, and c is the number of k-means iterations. In practice, k 1 = k 2 m, n and c = 5 in all our experiment, so the complexities are linear in m + n. The decomposition is also quite easy to interpret because it is expressed explicitly with a small subset of representative rows and columns.
The sketching routine
In this section we discuss the sketching routine used in Algorithm 2. Given a subset of rows R, columns C, and their intersection W from a matrix A, this routine returns the decomposition A ≈ USV . Both Sketch-CUR and Pseudo-skeleton method are possible candidates, however, in practice they can be numerically sensitive. As shown in Figure 6 , their approximation error varies with the number of singular vectors used in computing the pseudo-inverse. The optimal number can be small and different from data to data (w.r.t. matrix size). Another observation is that, Pseudo-skeleton is always superior to Sketch-CUR when they use the same sampling rates. In the following we propose a more stabilized variant of Pseudo-skeleton method (Equation 2). Assuming an SVD
Here, U w and V w are left and right singular vectors of W, extrapolated via U w R and CV w , respectively, and then normalized by the singular values Σ w . In case Σ w (i, i) approaches zero, the normalization becomes numerically unstable. To avoid this ambiguity, we propose to use the norms of the extrapolated singular-vectors for normalization, as
Here diag(·) fills a diagonal matrix with given vector, · ⊗ returns column-wise norms, namely N r and N c are norms of extrapolated singular vectors. The constant √ mn/k adjusts the scale of solution. We can then define sketching routine with U = CV w N −1 c , V = N −1 r U w R, and Σ = Σ w √ mn/k. As can be seen from Figure 6 , it gives stable result by using all singular vectors. The solution can be orthogonalized in linear cost [12] (see Section 3 in supplementary material). In practice, one can also use a validation set to choose the optimal number of singular vectors.
One might wonder how previous work tackled the instability issue, however, related discussion is hard to find. In the literature, expensive computations such as power iteration [29] or high sampling rate [24] were used to improve the performance of Pseudo-skeleton and Sketch-CUR, respectively. Neither suits our need. In comparison, our solution requires no extra computations or sampling.
In positive semi-definite (PSD) matrices, intriguingly, numerical sensitivity diminishes by sampling the same subset of rows and columns, which reduces to the well-known Nyström method [25, 8, 7] (see Section 2 of supplementary material for detail). Namely, Nyström method is numerically stable on PSD matrices, but its generalized version is more sensitive on rectangular matrices. We speculate that PSD matrix resides in a Riemannian manifold [1] , so symmetric sampling better captures its structure, however rectangular matrix is not endowed with any structural constraint. This makes the approximation of rectangular matrices particularly challenging compared with that of PSD matrices, and abundant results of the Nyström method may not be borrowed here directly [25, 8, 13, 7, 28] . By stabilizing the sketching routine and employing it in the cascaded sampling framework, CABS will be endowed with superior performance in sketching large rectangular matrices.
Algorithmic Boosting Property of CABS
In the literature, many two-step methods were designed for fast CUR decomposition. They start from an initial decomposition such as fast JL-transform [6] or random projection [2, 22, 24] , and then compute a sampling probability with it for subsequent CUR [2, 22, 23] . We want to emphasize the differences between CABS and existing two-step methods. Algorithmically, CABS only accesses a small part of the input matrix; two-step methods often need to manipulate the whole matrix. Moreover, CABS performs the follow-up sampling on the bilateral low-rank embeddings, which are compact, multivariate summary of the input matrix; in two-step methods, the sampling probability is obtained by reducing the initial decomposition to a univariate probability scores. Conceptually, CABS is targeted on algorithmically boosting the performance of cheap sampling routines. In comparison, two-step methods only focus on theoretic performance guarantees of the second (final) step, and less attention was put on the performance gains from the first step to the second step.
How to quantify the rise (or drop) of approximation quality in a two-step method? How to choose the right pilot and follow-up sampling to save computational costs and maximize performance gains? These are fundamental questions we aim to answer. For the second question, we address it by creatively cascading random sampling with a weighted k-means, thus deriving a working example of "algorithmic boosting". One might want to try pairing existing sketching/sampling algorithms to achieve the same goal, however, choosing an effective follow-up sampling from existing strategies can be non-trivial (see Section 5 for detailed discussion). For the first question, a thorough theoretic answer is quite challenging, nevertheless, we still provide a useful initial result. We show that, the decrement of the error bound from the pilot sketching to the follow-up sketching in CABS, is lower bounded by the drop of encoding errors achieved through the follow-up sampling of k-means. In other words, the better the encoding in the follow-up sampling step, the larger the performance gain.
Theorem 2 Let the error bound of the pilot and follow-up sketching in CABS be Ψ p and Ψ f , respectively. Then the error bound will drop by at least the following amount The algorithmic boosting effect is not dependent on the sketching routine adopted in Algorithm 2. Empirically, by using less stable routines (Pseudo-skeleton or Sketch-CUR), significant performance gains are still observed. Namely CABS is a general framework to achieve algorithmic boosting. In practice, the superior performance of CABS is attributed to both reliable sketching routine and the cascading/boosting mechanism.
Experiments
All experiments run on a server with 2.6GHZ processor and 64G RAM. Benchmark data sets are described in Table 1 . All codes are written in matlab and fully optimized by vectorized operations and matrix computations, to guarantee a fair comparison in case time consumption is considered. First we compare all linear-cost algorithms, including: (a) Sketch-CUR [24] , where the target sampling rate is chosen three times as much as the base sampling rate; (b) Pseudo-skeleton [10] , which is the generalized Nyström method; (c) Pilot-sketch, which is step 2 of Algorithm 2; (d) Followup-sketch (w-kmeans), which is step 4 of Algorithm 2; (e) Followup-sketch (leverage), a variant of our approach using approximate leverage scores for the follow-up sampling; (f) Followup-sketch (hard-thrhd), a variant of our approach using top-k samples with largest weighting coefficients (Equation 6) for the follow-up sampling. In Figure 7 (a), we gradually increase the number of selected rows and columns from 1% to 10%, and then report the averaged error A −Ã F / A F over 20 repeats. For simplicity, the number of selected rows and columns are both k, and the sampling rate is defined as k/ √ mn. Our observations are as follows: (1) our pilot sketching is already more accurate than both Pseudo-skeleton and Sketch-CUR; (2) our follow-up sketching result using the weighted k-means sampling strategy is consistently and significantly more accurate than our pilot sketching, which clearly demonstrates the "algorithmic boosting" effect of our framework; (3) on using leverage scores for the follow-up sampling, the performance gain is lower than the weighted k-means strategy, and becomes insignificant on dense matrices; we speculate that on dense matrices, since leverage scores are more uniformly distributed ( Figure 5(a) ), they are less discriminative and can introduce redundancy when used as sampling probabilities; (4) using hard-threshold sampling on the weighting coefficients is particularly beneficial on sparse matrices, but the results degenerate on dense matrices and so are skipped. This is because the weighting coefficients are clear indicators of the importance (or energy) of the rows or columns, and can be very discriminative on sparse matrices (see Figure 5 (b)); on dense matrices, all the rows and columns can be equally important, therefore the weighting coefficients are no longer informative. Then we compare our approach with state-of-the-art randomized algorithms (all with quadratic costs), including (a) Two-step Sketch-CUR, which first performs random projection [12] and then Sketch-CUR [22] ; (b) Adaptive sampling CUR [23] , which uses the error distribution of an initial approximation to guide extra sampling; (c) FJLT-leverage CUR, which uses fast JL-transform for initial decomposition and then perform CUR [6] ; (d) Random projection [12] , with q = 1 step of power iteration; (e) Ours (w-kmeans); and (f) Ours (hard-thrhd) for sparse matrices. Each algorithm is repeated 20 times and averaged approximation error over time consumption is reported in Figure 7(b) . We have the following observations: (1) Random projection is very accurate but the time consumption can be significant; (2) FJLTleverage CUR has similar time consumption and can be less accurate; (3) Adaptive-sampling CUR is computationally most expensive (in computing the residue of approximation); (4) Two-step Sketch-CUR is the least accurate, which we speculate is due to the instability of Sketch-CUR; (5) Our approach with weighted k-means sampling has a clear computational gain in dense matrices with a good accuracy; (6) Our approach using hard-threshold sampling performs particularly well in sparse matrices. Overall, our approaches have competing accuracies but significantly lower time and space consumption. The larger the input matrices, the higher the performance gains that can be expected.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a novel computational framework to boost the performance of cheap sampling and sketching routines by creatively cascading them together. Our methods is particularly time and memory efficient, and delivers promising accuracy that matches with state-of-the-art randomized algorithms. In the future, we will pursue more general theoretic guarantees and delineations; we are also applying the framework in parallel environment with some promising preliminary results.
Proof of Theorem 1
In order to prove theorem 1, we need to partition the input matrix A into small, equal-sized blocks. Note that this new partition will be determined based on the clusters defined on Section 3.1. Remind that the rows in P are grouped into k clusters with cluster size T r (i) . We add virtual instances to P such that all clusters have the same size, i.e., T r = max T r (i) . The virtual instances added to the qth cluster are chosen as the qth representative in Z r , therefore they induce no extra quantization errors. Then, we can re-partition P into T r partitions each containing exactly k instances. We use I r i to denote the indexes of these partitions for i = 1, 2, ..., T r ; similarly rows in Q are also completed by virtual rows, falling in partitions I c j for j = 1, 2, ..., T c . Equivalently, A is augmented into kT r -by-kT c matrix, forming a number of T c T r blocks each is of size k-by-k. The approximation error on each of these blocks will be quantized as follows.
Proposition 1 Let the input matrix A be augmented as described above, and the resultant decompositions P and Q are re-organized into T r and T c equal-sized groups, indexed by I 
Here e
2 is the error of encoding rows of P (specified by I We first establish some basic equalities to use in the proof. Define X, Y = XY for matrices X, Y with proper dimensions.
Here we have used the transposed version of R for convenience of proof. In other words R will be an n × k matrix, which is the transpose of its counterpart in theorem 1 or the CUR decomposition. The change of representation won't affect the correctness of our proofs.
We also define the following difference matrices
to be consistent with our definitions), and let φ(·, ·) be the inner product between two such vectors, then we have the following inequality
Proof 1 Using the Lagrangian mean-value theorem, we can have
where θ = 2f (ξ) 2 . This completes the proof of Proposition 2.
Using Proposition 2, we can bound the norms of the difference matrices as follows,
Here we have used the pre-defined relation s r (I Similarly, we have
and
By using (9), (10), and (11), we have
√ kθ e r j + e c j + e r i + e c i + kθe r i e c j W † F .
This completes the proof of Proposition 1. With this proposition, and by using the inequality
Stability Issue
In this section, we will provide a detailed example showing that: (1) Nyström method is stable on PSD matrices by selecting the same subset of rows and columns in the approximation process; (2) both the pseudo-skeleton method and the sketch-CUR method are unstable on PSD matrices if they perform sampling of the rows and columns independently 1 . This observation shows that the symmetric structure of PSD matrices allows one to impose useful constraints on the sampling, so as to guarantee the stability of low-rank approximation. However, in general rectangular matrices, no such constraints are available, therefore the low-rank approximation can be much more difficult.
In Figure 1 , we plot the approximation error of the three methods, namely sketch-CUR, pseudo-skeleton, and Nyström method versus the number (ratio) of singular vectors used in computing the pseudo-inverse. The input matrix is chosen as an RBF kernel matrix, which is known to be symmetric, positive semi-definite (PSD). As can be seen, both the sketch-CUR method and the Pseudo-skeleton method are unstable, in that their approximation error is quite sensitive to the number of singular vectors adopted. In comparison, the Nyström method is stable: the more singular vectors adopted in computing the pseudo-inverse, the better the performance. 
Orthogonalization
Step of sketching Routine
The sketching routine in CABS (Algorithm 2) gives the following approximation
Here U ∈ R m×r , Σ ∈ R k×k is a diagonal matrix, and V ∈ R n×k . In using this sketching results for subsequent steps, one has the option to further orthogonalize U and V, for example, when approximate leverage scores need to be computed. Empirically, we find that the orthogonalization step does not make a significant difference on the final performance, since U and V are already close to being orthogonal. The orthogonalization can be done as follows. Let the SVD decomposition of U be U = U 0 Σ 0 V 0 . Then perform another SVD decomposition Σ 0 V 0 ΣV = U 1 Σ 1 V 1 . Finally, the orthogonalized left and right singular vector matrix would be U 0 U 1 and V 1 , respectively, and the singular value matrix would be Σ 1 . In other words A ≈ (U 0 U 1 ) Σ 1 V 1 . It's easy to verify that the computational cost is only O (m + n)k 2 .
Proof of Theorem 2
First, note that the CABS algorithm uses only the k-dimensional embedding instead of the exact embedding as stated in theorem. The consequence is that the resultant error bound will be loosened by the trailing singular values of the 1 If they sample the same set of rows and columns, then they will be reduced to the Nyström method.
input matrix, as follows
